
REGISTERING FOR COLLEGE OF SCIENCE LINKED LECTURES AND LABS 

BIOLOGY 

Add both the lecture’s Course Registra on Number (CRN#) and the lab CRN# to your GoldMine worksheet, then add the 

class. 

Some labs for BIOL 1307 & 1308 are FYRIS labs and registra on is restricted to those students par cipa ng in FYRIS.  In 

GoldMIne these sec ons generally have a subject tle under the course name. 

CHEMISTRY 

CHEM 1305‐1105 & 1306‐1106:  You must add three (3) registra on numbers 

(CRN#) to your GoldMine worksheet BEFORE adding the class, eg:  

  A lecture listed as CHEM 1305 for 3 credit hours (SCH) 

   + 

                 A workshop listed as CHEM 1305 for 0 SCH 

   + 

      A Lab listed as CHEM 1105 for 1 SCH 

Pick the 3 SCH lecture first.  It will tell you which linked seminars and 

labs you can choose from. Some labs for freshman chemistry are are FYRIS 

labs and registra on is restricted to those students par cipa ng in FYRIS.   

For all other Chemistry courses with labs you must add both lab and lecture 

to your worksheet to add the course. 

PHYSICS 

PHYS 1403 & 1404:  You must add two (2) registra on numbers (CRN#) to your GoldMine worksheet BEFORE adding the 

class, eg:  A 4 SCH lecture listed as PHYS 1403 and a 0 SCH lab listed as PHYS 1403. 

PHYS 2320‐2120 & 2321‐2121: You must add three (3) registra on numbers (CRN#) to your GoldMine worksheet BE‐

FORE adding the class, eg:  A lecture listed as PHYS 2320 for 3 credit hours (SCH) 

     + 

                    A seminar listed as PHYS 2320 for 0 SCH 

     + 

        A Lab listed as PHYS 2120 for 1 SCH 

Pick the 3 SCH lecture first.  It will tell you which linked seminars you can choose from.  

TROUBLESHOOTING 

IF you get a pre‐reg/test score error………….THEN  1. Be sure you check the catalog to see if you have completed or are  

              currently enrolled in the pre‐requisite courses.   

                2. Be sure you add all required CRN#s to the small rectangles on the  

               bo om of your worksheet before you add the class 

                                                                   3. Try changing to a different workshop or lab 

IF you get a me conflict……………………..THEN  1. Try changing to a different workshop or lab 

    or approval error        2.  Contact CORE at 747‐8027 or Bell Hall 100 for approval for a  

               required FYRIS lab        

IF you get a course closed error.……………….THEN  1. Change to a different sec on! 

S ll need help?  Go to the 1st floor Lobby Computer Lab in Mike Loya Academic Services Building. 

 


